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Legal Notice: - The author and publisher of this E-book and the accompanying materials have used 
their best efforts in preparing this E-book. The author and publisher make no representation or 
warranties with respect to the accuracy, applicability, fitness, or completeness of the contents of 
this E-book. The information contained in this E-book is strictly for educational purposes. 
Therefore, if you wish to apply ideas contained in this E-book, you are taking full responsibility for 
your actions. 

The author and publisher disclaim any warranties (express or implied), merchantability, or fitness 
for any particular purpose. The author and publisher shall in no event be held liable to any party 
for any direct, indirect, punitive, special, incidental or other consequential damages arising 
directly or indirectly from any use of this material, which is provided “as is”, and without 
warranties. 

As always, the advice of a competent legal, tax, accounting or other professional should be sought. 
The author and publisher do not warrant the performance, effectiveness or applicability of any 
sites listed or linked to in this E-book. All links are for information purposes only and are not 
warranted for content, accuracy or any other implied or explicit purpose. 
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Chapter 1 – Introduction 

What is Motivation? 

Motivation is what keeps you going. It is that internal energy and voice that tells you to keep 

moving and doing something, even as simple as getting out of bed each morning. Motivation is the 

most important element that you need to help you achieve your goals and dreams in life. Without it 

you would be idle and make no progress which makes life not really a life if it stays still.  If there is 

no motivation, there is no movement and no life. I am sure you would not want that, would you? 

So how do you gain and maintain motivation? It sounds simple and you think everyone should 

be able to gain motivation easily and then stay motivated to do what you have to do and to achieve 

what you want to achieve in life. The reality is that it is not that simple to gain and maintain 

motivation, let alone staying highly motivated and effective forever until you succeed in achieving 

the things that you want to achieve in life.  

Many people get tired or frustrated and give up easily because that is the easiest way out, and 

then later wondering what has happened to their life. That does not sound so good does it? I doubt 

you want that to happen to you. I am sure you would not want to be the type of person who only 

watches what goes on in life or those who wonder later what happened to their life. I am sure you 

want to be the type of person who can make things happen. I gather that is probably why you 

decided to read this book. Am I right? 

Well… I would like to congratulate you big time because that is precisely what this book is all 

about. You already made your first move by making the most important decision to read books like 

this and this will not be the first or the only book you read in your journey to success, I am sure. By 

reading this book and applying the suggestions in this book and other books coming your way, I am 

sending you my best wishes for success.  

I am confident that if you apply everything you read in this book, this will give you a very 

important element in your journey. I am confident that you will make more changes toward 

achieving your dreams. I will guide you through other techniques in other books as well that will 

help you with further steps and guidance after you gain and maintain a good level of motivation 

that you will learn from this book alone. I also have on-line webinars and face to face workshops 

that you can attend to make sure that you strengthen your motivation level so that you can turn 

your dreams into reality. Take action step by step and achieve one small goal at a time. 

I cannot stress enough that unless you apply what you learn from books like this, things are not 

just going to happen to you. It is up to you to make things happen. So I urge you to apply the 

suggestions and take action upon them. I will also be teaching you in another book about the 

techniques on how to take action until your jobs get done.  So… congratulations again for your first 

action to read this book and please read it slowly and repeatedly if necessary to make sure that you 

have plans how to apply each suggestion and technique as well. 

Now… please allow me to share with you a few tips and daily rituals throughout this book that 

will help you gain and maintain motivation and most of all gaining and maintaining the level of 

motivation and effectiveness that will help you succeed to achieve your dreams. 

You probably realize that most people tend to say or think that they know what they should be 

doing in order to achieve what they want to achieve and to have a happy, healthy and prosperous 

life forever. In reality though, many if not most people do not actually do what they are supposed 

to do or what they say they would do and then later wondering how they have grown old, forgetful 

and fragile and have not achieved anything significant. You probably recognize and experience 
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what I am talking about and lacking motivation is actually fairly common funny enough. Therefore 

it is very important that we keep learning and reminding ourselves how to increase and maintain 

our motivation at all time. 

Motivation is a word that is easy to say and easy to talk about but not so easy to obtain or 

retain. It is part of human condition to lose motivation on a regular basis. That is if you had the 

motivation in the first place.  Some of you may not even have enough motivation to begin with. 

Therefore you will need to learn and get into a habit of doing certain routines on a daily basis to 

obtain motivation. Once you have it, you will be required to keep doing those daily rituals in order 

to retain and maintain your motivation. Once you are strong enough to be able to maintain it, you 

need to grow it, make it bigger and stronger so you can achieve bigger and greater things in life. 

Motivation is the drive someone has, to complete a task.  The ingredients of motivation are 

combined with many factors which include simplicity, attitude, the people that you associate and 

hang around with, the way you think, how much you know yourselves, how much you trust and 

respect yourself and others, the way you help other people and so much more. 

Motivation is the spark everyone needs to survive throughout the day to set and meet goals 

anywhere you are and whatever your circumstance, let alone when you hold various responsibilities 

such as parenting, employment, business, hobbies like sporting activities and other social activities.   

When your circumstance is more complex you are more likely to need a lot more sparks to get 

you going to complete many more tasks in your day to day life.  However though, for some reason, 

people say that the busier a person the more motivated that person becomes, because he or she is 

so used to doing things. One question though, just because you do things, that may not necessarily 

mean that you are happy and enjoying the journey, which is just as important in order for the 

motivation to last and to find success. 

Motivation is the reason people succeed and the reason people fail. I personally believe that it 

is the main reason, because, unless we have this internal energy to make that first move toward 

any journey, nothing will ever happen and nothing will ever be accomplished. In a race type of 

situation, if you never leave the starting line you will never get to the finish line. To get started or 

even to get listed to be in the race you need motivation. 

Without motivation you will fail.  When you have apathy toward something you are not 

motivated because you could not care either way.  This is the worst attitude you can have because 

it isn’t negative either.  Someone who feels this way is not capable of achieving anything because 

they do not care if they do or not.  If you are feeling this way this book is exactly what you need to 

help you overcome your attitude and begin feeling motivated again. 

When you know how to remain motivated with yourself you can also help others because your 

attitude will be infectious. When you practice daily motivational techniques eventually they will 

come to you naturally. At first some of these methods may be difficult for you to do or to 

remember. It will take time for you to begin to naturally practice and follow these techniques. 

The purpose of this book is to take you through methods you can practice on a daily basis to 

remain motivated. These techniques can help you feel better about yourself in everything that you 

do.  You can take these methods with you when you go to work and when you are at home. 
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What is Success? 

As defined in the Dictionary.com,  

Success is Wealth, Power, Fame, Influence? 

suc·cess  - [suhk-ses] - Show IPA  

–noun  

1. The favorable or prosperous termination of attempts or endeavors.  

2. The attainment of wealth, position, honors, or the like.  

3. A successful performance or achievement:  

The play was an instant success.  

4. A person or thing that is successful:  

She was a great success on the talk show.  

5. Obsolete. 

 

Looking at those few definitions and examples above you can see that success is defined as a 

favorable result at the end of a process toward achieving a goal. However, I have also heard people 

say that success is not the destination, it is the journey. I think what they meant by that is that 

there is no point is achieving a particular result if you are not enjoying your journey. I totally agree 

with that. However, the risk with this statement is that people may interpret this as “do not bother 

going through the difficulties to achieve your goals”. What this can do is making people lazy and 

end up losing motivation to work toward their goals, so they do not do very much to progress, 

hence do not succeed.  

So be careful in interpreting and believing words. The same as the way you should interpret 

the statement “enjoy the journey” in this context. To me this does not mean that you do not deal 

with the normal ups and downs of life. It just means that you do not allow life challenges to control 

you. It means that you are in control and you have satisfaction out of what you do throughout your 

journey to achieve your goals. It means that you know how to structure your life and what kind of 

attitude you need to choose to enjoy your journey. I will talk about attitude in a later chapter and 

no doubt a lot more in other books that I hope you will have access to. 

When I say that you have to be careful in the way you interpret and believe in words, I mean 

be very careful. Not only your interpretation and your belief of words, the use of words is also very 

important. Words will influence your mind and you will eventually believe in something generated 

by the frequency of the use of words. Your belief will then manifest in your subconscious mind and 

create a certain mind-set. I hope that I am making sense here. Another word, please get in a habit 

of using the right and more positive words in your communication, interpret words positively and 

choose the right attitude to believe in success.  

You may have heard about the Law of Attraction. The believing and the manifestation of 

ideas, thoughts and words are part of this theory. However it will take several books or at least a 

book just to explain my understanding of this theory. Therefore I will not be talking about this 

theory in this book. If you are interested to learn about the Law of Attraction please let me know 

as I can refer you to my mentor who currently facilitates a course called “You Were Born Rich” 

written by one of my favorite philosopher Mr. Bob Proctor. 

http://wzus1.reference.com/r?t=p&d=d&s=di&c=a&l=dir&o=0&ld=5217&sv=0a5c4256&ip=3aa9d1b1&id=465CE262F54331BAE760FA13B2736264&q=success&p=1&qs=121&ac=24&g=0d98gNE3ylwtHv&en=gg&io=0&ep=&eo=&b=spl&bc=&br=&tp=top&ec=1&pt=%20%20What%20is%20Success%3F%20Wealth%2C%20Power%2C%20Fame%2C%20Influence%3F%20Learn%20what%20Jesus%20taught.%20%20www.worldtocome.org%20%20&ex=sgcl%3D9415YX-Vjmryv-6uj%2525-j1he8fO%26sgch%3D888cB2HzWT3-Pe&url=&u=http://www.google.com/aclk?sa=L&ai=C1SUzX1dATJzIAsWYlQfGq7yRCqO0l9kBs_SLlBPL0fCjQhABIKm75xdQgIGqtwJgpbiagJwByAEBqgQZT9B2wsUu55Y0MqLA2i1GSNLHuUK2qjxLzA&num=1&sig=AGiWqtwPderLk2jFAq4trLXRJxkRgmW7_Q&adurl=http://www.worldtocome.org/player.html%3FItem%3D557996,1%26s_kwcid%3DTC%7C20361%7Csuccess%7C%7CS%7Cb%7C5032592387
http://wzus1.reference.com/r?t=p&d=d&s=di&c=a&l=dir&o=0&ld=5217&sv=0a5c4256&ip=3aa9d1b1&id=465CE262F54331BAE760FA13B2736264&q=success&p=1&qs=121&ac=24&g=0d98gNE3ylwtHv&en=gg&io=0&ep=&eo=&b=spl&bc=&br=&tp=top&ec=1&pt=%20%20What%20is%20Success%3F%20Wealth%2C%20Power%2C%20Fame%2C%20Influence%3F%20Learn%20what%20Jesus%20taught.%20%20www.worldtocome.org%20%20&ex=sgcl%3D9415YX-Vjmryv-6uj%2525-j1he8fO%26sgch%3D888cB2HzWT3-Pe&url=&u=http://www.google.com/aclk?sa=L&ai=C1SUzX1dATJzIAsWYlQfGq7yRCqO0l9kBs_SLlBPL0fCjQhABIKm75xdQgIGqtwJgpbiagJwByAEBqgQZT9B2wsUu55Y0MqLA2i1GSNLHuUK2qjxLzA&num=1&sig=AGiWqtwPderLk2jFAq4trLXRJxkRgmW7_Q&adurl=http://www.worldtocome.org/player.html%3FItem%3D557996,1%26s_kwcid%3DTC%7C20361%7Csuccess%7C%7CS%7Cb%7C5032592387
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Success is what everyone wants and you need to make effort, have positive attitude and have 

patience to achieve what you want. One may say that there is no such thing as free lunch even 

though you may notice that some people keep trying to succeed through thin air. I am afraid that it 

does not work that way somehow. Success is not an accident and it requires you to work towards it. 

 That is why this book has been published to help you get in a habit of doing certain activities 

to gain and maintain motivation first and then work on specific goal setting, making plans and 

execute your plans. I will make sure that you have access to other books and courses to help you 

enjoy your journey and achieve your goals.  

Every one of us would measure the level of success differently, depending on where we started 

and how our journey has been to get to where we are today. I am not surprise if we all feel or think 

that we are successful already in something or in one way or another at this level so far. Would you 

agree? 

You may feel successful because you have a happy, healthy and content life. You may fully 

own your home. You may have a job that you love and produce good income that you can enjoy to 

give yourself treats and holidays as well as setting up your passive income that will give comfort for 

the rest of your life. You may have achieved the level of education you wanted to achieve. You may 

have a good husband or wife that you have brought up beautiful children together with. You may 

have been able to do absolutely everything you have always wanted to do as a child and still doing 

them.  

To me, you are successful with whatever you have accomplished so far in your life particularly 

if you are still motivated to keep living your enjoyable journey to achieve more on an ongoing 

basis. 

Success is a phenomenal word yet we can all have it. The most important thing is that you are 

able to first achieve the basic requirement of being motivated at all times while enjoying your 

journey. You need to learn how to structure and execute a balanced life style where you keep 

making progress with ease and pleasure because you are resilient when normal life challenges occur 

from time to time. 

 So just enjoy life without being lazy and stay motivated to keep achieving more of anything 

that gives you positive outcomes and satisfaction. Your success is yours, no one else’s. Keep moving 

forward step by step. No matter how little your progress is as long as you maintain your energy and 

motivation to stay healthy and happy, you are on your way. I meant true health and true happiness 

though, not just saying happy but struggling inside. Please also share your success with others as 

that in itself is another level of success that will give you a full life satisfaction. 

You can make a difference for people around you and hopefully the world through the 

rippling effects that you create.  This is quite powerful, therefore, please keep that in mind and 

hope that this thought alone will motivate you to continue moving forward and become the special 

person who can help others by simply being motivated and enthusiastic yourself. 

In this book, you will find that the main principle of the techniques can be applied anywhere 

and anytime by anyone in their life. Therefore, please be generous in sharing your findings with 

your friends, families, colleagues and acquaintances, so you too can influence others in a positive 

way. You can succeed in whatever you decide to do in your life. 

All the best and I hope that you enjoy reading this book as well as able to apply at least one 

thing each day.  

Please contact me if you wish to learn more 


